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Abstract 
In the context of bandgap engineering of the ZnO photoactive material for solar harvesting 
applications via W doping, a number of a priori discrepant experimental observations in the 
literature concerning ZnO c axis expansion/contraction, bandgap red- or blue-shifting, the Zn-
substitutional or interstitial nature of W atoms, or the W6+ charge compensation view with 
ZnO native defects are addressed by thorough density functional theory calculations on a 
series of bulk supercell models encompassing a large range of W contents. The present results 
reconcile the at first sight dissimilar observations by showing that interstitial W (Wi) is only 
energetically preferred over substitutional (WZn) at large large W doping concentrations; the 
WZn c lattice expansion can be compensated by a W triggered Zn-vacancy (VZn) c lattice 
contraction. The presence of WZn energetically fosters nearby VZn defects, and vice versa, up 
to a double VZn situation. The quantity of mono or divacancies explains the lattice 
contraction/expansion, and both limiting situations imply gap states which reduce the band 
gaps, but increase the energy gaps. Based on present results, the ZnO band gap red-shifting 
necessary for solar light triggered processes is achievable by W doping in Zn rich conditions.  
 





Because of its appealing high electron mobility and good thermal conductivity, a direct 
bandgap (~3.4 eV) in the near-visible ultraviolet (UV) region, and a large exciton binding 
energy (~60 meV), wurtzite zinc oxide (ZnO) is among the most studied materials in the field 
of photocatalysis.1-3 This material is also at the heart of some technological applications 
including semiconductors,4 field-effect transistors,5 photodetectors,6 blue- and UV-light 
emitting and laser diodes,7-9 piezoelectric generators,10 transparent electrodes,11 and solar cells 
for sunlight harvesting.12-14  
Concerning sunlight utilization, W doping has been considered as a promising strategy 
to improve the ZnO efficiency, given that WO3 features a smaller band gap in the 2.6-3.0 eV 
range.15,16 In this sense, small quantities of W embedded in ZnO have been shown to reduce 
the band gap towards the visible region, while at the same time helping in decreasing the 
photoexcited electron/hole exciton recombination rate.17 This is clear from experiments 
evidencing a significant enhanced photocatalytic activity towards methylene blue dye 
degradation of W-doped ZnO as compared to pure ZnO.18 Note also that W-doped ZnO 
nanocomposites have been also used as heterogeneous nanocatalysts for biscoumarins 
synthesis in liquid environment.19  
From the previous discussion it is clear that W doping of ZnO is regarded as an 
strategy to enhance or fine-tune the ZnO (photo)catalytic activity. However, the geometric 
and electronic structure atomistic details are far from being understood and not exempt of 
controversy in the literature. Following evidence from by X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
experiments on nanosystems,17,20-23 many experimental groups report that the preferred W 
growing direction is along the ZnO (0001) basal plane. However, the particular site of W 
inside the ZnO crystalline network is hitherto a matter of discussion. For instance, from the 
analysis of X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) data, Can et al.20 claim that W is 
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coordinated to O atoms, corresponding to a replacement of a host Zn (WZn) atom. This 
assignment is in concordance with interpretation of low energy He+ ion scattering 
spectroscopy on ZnO films reported by Suzuki and coworkers.24 However, other authors point 
that, as there is no significant change of the crystal structure along the c axis when including 
W, the W becomes interstitial (Wi),22 an issue also discussed by Sato et al.17 in the view of 
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) measurements. To make it more 
complex, Ngom and coworkers21 argue that the presence of WZn or Wi depends on the 
temperature, with Wi being favoured at low temperatures. However, XRD patterns show no 
significant change with respect the W content, a point that contradicts the WZn substitution, as 
the ionic radius of W6+ in WO3 (0.42 Å) is smaller ionic than that of Zn2+ in ZnO (0.60 Å),25 
indicating a contraction of the crystal ZnO structure under WZn doping.  
Nevertheless previous studies suggested that WZn is accompanied by the formation of 
two Zn vacancies formation (VZn),26 energetically preferred over two interstitial oxygens 
(Oi).27 The appearance of VZn would counteract the four extra electrons when having WZn and 
the concomitant contraction expected from the smaller ionic radius of the formally W6+ cation 
would be counteracted by a lattice expansion due to the presence of VZn. This charge 
compensation mechanism seems to be a current paradigm,24 which also serves to explain the 
reduced charge carrier efficiency W-doped ZnO, quantified to be below 0.15 e per W atom.26 
However, there is no consensus as other authors highlight the enhanced free-carrier 
density of W-doped ZnO films at low pressures and link the free-carrier enhancement to a 
transmittance reduction.28 Yet, other works reveal transmittance lowering with absorption 
edge changes.26 Indeed, the effect of W doping on the band gap is a central issue in the 
literature where conflicting blue shifts17,28 —increased band gap, Eg—, red shifts,18,29 and no 
shifts21,22,26 are reported. A quite extensive theoretical study predicts a Eg blue shift30 although 
calculations are carried out with the Local Density Approximation (LDA) of Density 
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Functional Theory (DFT) which, due to its inherent self-interaction error, needs to be taken 
with caution. In fact, a more recent work using a more accurate GGA+U type density 
functional reports a red shift on the band gap induced by W doping and also a switch in the 
variation of the volume with respect to W concentration.31 Last but not least, doping ZnO 
with transition metals is known to confer magnetic properties,32 although specifically with W 
it seems as such occurs only at very low temperatures below 10 K,20 and may be quenched at 
high doping concentration.32  
In order to clarify these issues and provide a background to the experimental 
interpretations, we fully address here W-doping in wurtzite bulk ZnO by means of DFT 
calculations, including aspects of doping agent allocation (WZn versus Wi), structural changes 
(cell expansion/contraction), fostering of other native defects, such as VZn, plus assessing the 
energetic costs and electronic structure changes as a matter of W dopant concentration, with 
the ultimate goal of rationalizing past experiences, and to pave the way for future work on W-
doped ZnO in photocatalysis.  
2. Computational Details and Material Models 
Calculations have been carried out in the fundamental DFT framework and within the 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation potential, although 
one has to keep in mind that larger dynamical aspects could affect the W-doped ZnO average 
properties, yet should be treated at a larger scale of simulation, nowadays unachievable.33 
Specifically on DFT, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form of GGA exchange-correlation 
functional has been chosen.34 This functional is known to duly describe the structural and 
energy bond features of ZnO nanosystems.35 Nevetheless, LDA, and GGA functionals like 
PBE are known to underestimate the band gap of semiconducting oxides36 and hybrid 
functionals are recommended to properly describe the magnitude of the band gap or of 
localized gap states, being PBE0 a suited option for ZnO and ZnO-based systems, with a bulk 
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ZnO band gap estimation of 3.18 eV.37 Alternatively, one can use many body perturbation 
theory based calculations as in the GW scheme which deliver a bulk ZnO value for the band 
gap of 3.08 eV,38 still much improved compared to a PBE value of 0.83 eV.43 However, a 
direct linear proportionality between GW and PBE0 versus PBE calculated band gap values 
has been reported for ZnO,37,38 which has been quite recently generalized to a large set of 
semiconductors where the agreement between GW calculated values and experimental data is 
also highlighted.39 Appling such a GW scaling to the present PBE calculated value for bulk 
ZnO provides a band gap of 3.32 eV, remarkably close to the experimental one. This useful 
linear scaling relationship allows a meaningful discussion of computationally less expensive 
PBE-based band gaps, which is to be accompanied at the grounded PBE0 or GW levels. 
Nevertheless, when necessary, PBE+U simulations40 have been carried out in a single-point 
fashion, imposing a standard U value of 5 for Zn 3d and W 5d electrons. 
The DFT based calculations have been carried out using the Vienna ab initio 
simulation package VASP,41 and employing a plane-wave basis set to expand the valence 
electron density. A kinetic energy cutoff of 415 eV has been used to select the plane wave 
basis set which, according to previous studies with representative test cases with increased 
cutoff energies,42,43 provides converged energy results with variations below 1·10-4 eV. The 
effect of the core electrons on the valence electron density is described by the projector 
augmented wave (PAW) method.44  
Different periodic supercells have been used as described in more detail below. In all 
cases, all atomic and unit cell degrees of freedom were fully allowed to relax during the 
energy minimization procedure. Structural optimizations were considered converged when 
cell internal pressure was nominally below 0.01 GPa and forces acting on atoms were below 
0.01 eV Å-1. All calculations were carried out taking spin-polarization into account despite, in 
most cases, the final total magnetic moment is zero. To enhance convergence of energy with 
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respect to electron density variations a smearing technique was employed with a tetrahedron 
method with Blöchl corrections with an energy window of 0.2 eV. Nevertheless, final 
energies are always extrapolated to 0 K. 
Different doping situations including or not point defects are considered thus allowing 
the simulation of different doping concentrations. To this end, a series of different bulk 
supercells have been designed starting from the wurtzite ZnO primitive unit cell, see Table 1. 
The use different unit cells implies also a different sampling of k-points to carry out the 
necessary numerical integration in the reciprocal space. Hence, Monkhorst-Pack45 grids 
different dimensions adapted to the different supercells have been used as reported in Table 1. 
Test calculations carried out for the (1×1×1) primitive unit cell using denser k-points grids 
yielded energy variations below 1·10-4 eV. Table 1 also reports the atomic % of doping or 
defect concentration, defined as having only one single point defect or doping W atom 
introduced in the employed periodic cell, and considering that the concentration percent 
(at.%) refers to the total amount of W atoms or defects in the defect- or doping-free unit cell 
relative to the stoichiometric case. Since a and b lattice parameters in wurtzite ZnO are 
identical while c is different, needs to adverted that diverse supercells such as (1×1×2) and 
(2×1×1) contain the same number of atoms but represent different atomic arrangements. 
Hence, all different possible different permutations have been considered up to the (2×2×2) 
supercell. Note in passing by that in very small supercells, the introduced defects can interact 
with the replicated ones under periodic boundary conditions, and so, results on such very 
small supercells are considered fringe situations to capture trends, where the (2×2×2) 
supercell upwards provide more realistic descriptions of the W-doping and other defects.  
The defect or doping formation energy, Ef, is defined considering isolated atoms in 
vacuum as reference values, and, therefore, deliberately assuming poor conditions for any 
component in such ternary phase diagram. Note, that this treatment differs with previous 
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considerations on native point defects on ZnO where the chemical potentials of O and Zn are 
linked in the upper bound limits to O2 and bulk Zn, and in the lower bound limit to the 
formation of ZnO. However, the involvement of W implies other upper lower bound limits 
such as bulk W, and lower bound limits such as WO3 and WZn alloy that difficult the 
analysis. Thus, we deliberately impose poor conditions on all the elements, as the enrichment 
of any will difficult (favour) its insertion (release) from the ZnO matrix. The isolated atoms 
are calculated by placing them in an asymmetric periodic cell of 9×10×11 Å dimensions to 
prompt correct orbital energy occupations and taking into account the Γ-point only. Thus, Ef 
is obtained as 
     𝐸! = 𝐸!/!"# + 𝐸! − 𝐸!"# − 𝐸!   (1), 
where EZnO is the total energy of the defect- or dopant-free ZnO bulk cell, ED/ZnO the total 
energy of the ZnO cell containing the native defect or the doping atom, ED is the total energy 
of the isolated doping atom, here W, when present in ED/ZnO, and EA the total energy of the 
removed ZnO atom when considering Zn or O vacancies, VZn and VO, respectively. Aside 
from considering VZn and VO, the most likely defects in O- and Zn-rich conditions, 
respectively, according to previous LDA calculations, we consider here interstitial W (Wi), 
and W substituting lattice Zn (WZn) and O atoms (WO). Notice that previous works 
contemplated interstitial Oxygen (Oi) as a possible counter charge mechanism to WZn,26 
although it was found that VZn is energetically more favourable than Oi,27 and, therefore, Oi 
has not been further considered. Further, note that even though the formation energetics is 
treated at PBE level, former studies comparing VO formation in O-poor environment at 
different concentrations revealed mean unsigned variations of 0.29 eV when carried out PBE 
or employing the PBE0 hybrid functional.37 Moreover, the formation energies of a diversity 
of native defects as computed at LDA and LDA+U revealed mean unsigned variations of 0.45 
eV.46 As it will shown below, the differences in formation energies are much larger than such 
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method-based deviations, and so, such an effect is to be disregarded in the oncoming 
discussion. In any case, when formation energies differ by such amounts, they are considered 
competitive. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Single Defects and Dopants 
We first discuss the formation energies of native defects and W-doping situations calculated 
as in Eq. 1 and summarized on Table 2. The calculated values for VZn and VO are in line with 
previously reported LDA results of 6.60 and 6.47 eV for VZn and VO in Zn-poor and O-poor 
conditions respectively (𝑉!"!!  and 𝑉!·· according to Kröger-Vink notation), although one has to 
keep in mind the interaction overestimation provided by LDA in such a comparision.27 
However, it is more interesting to note that, under the same conditions, substitutional W 
(WZn) and interstitial W (Wi) feature highly negative formation energies, whereas normally 
WO feature positive values. This highlights the swift blending of W within the ZnO 
crystallographic network, and, at the same time, the possible competition between WZn and 
Wi, while discarding completely WO as a possible doping situation.  
Figure 1 reports the Ef trends with respect to the defect or doping concentration and 
shows that in the case of native defects, the corresponding values do not largely vary with the 
defect content, with fluctuations of at most 1 eV. This behaviour is consistent with a rather 
modest structural reorganization upon vacancy formation, at least within the used DFT 
method. However, in the case of the W doping situations the formation energy is quite more 
dependent on the W content. Typically, W doping is favourable and its stability increases by 
more than 2.3 eV when going from 12.5 to 50 at. %, a feature consistently found for all the 
three situations explored. These results clearly reveals that high W contents are achievable, a 
key matter when aiming at tuning the properties of ZnO which is also consistent with 
experimental finding that doping with W achieved contents up to 15 at. %.26 Nevertheless it is 
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also important to realize that the behaviour of the three different doping situations changes 
below 12.5 at. %; WO becomes destabilized by more than 2.7 eV, whereas this is roughly 1.7 
eV for Wi. Interestingly, the trend gets reverted in the case of WZn, becoming highly stable at 
very low concentrations of ~1.85 at. %. This seems to explain the different studies pointing to 
the presence of Wi,17,22 or WZn,20,24 or even one or another depending on the temperature.21 
Concerning lattice expansion/contraction triggered by W-doping, Figure 2 shows the 
calculated lattice variation along the c axis (Δc) given in percentile with respect to pristine, 
defect free, wurtzite ZnO, with the corresponding numerical values reported in Table 3. 
Again, the trends corresponding to either Zn or O vacancies are similar, yielding a lattice 
contraction, which implies a bond strengthening within ZnO in response to undercoordination 
of some atoms in the lattice. The largest changes occur, not surprisingly, at high defect 
concentrations whereas at low concentrations the changes are almost negligible. On the 
contrary, W doping tends to imply a lattice expansion, whatever the doping situation is 
considered, specially at medium and high W doping concentration.  
Experiments show a c-axis enlargement increasing with W content from 1 up to 14 
at.% of W.26 Precisely, Adachi et al.26 argued that the aforementioned reduced ionic radius of 
W6+ compared to Zn2+ would allow for WZn situations, and that this would then decrease the c 
axis. However, the present results suggest that this hypothesis is not always supported since 
even if the presence of W doping tends to follow this trend, it is here found that the c axis 
contracts by -0.59 % at WZn content of 1.85 at. %, although it expands by 0.27 % when WZn 
content becomes 6.25 at. %. Also, these authors argued that the presence of VZn would lead to 
an increase of the lattice along the c direction, which is consistent with present results 
predicting an expansion of 1.57 and 1.80 % for realistic defect contents of 1.85 and 6.25 at. 
%, respectively. Therefore, one can safely conclude that i) W doping at any of the explored 
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sites tends to expand the c axis, ii) the effect is milder for WZn compared to Wi, and iii) at 
very low W contents the observed expansion could be attributed to the presence of VZn. 
Last, we discuss the magnetic properties of defective (VO or VZn) and W-doped ZnO 
by inspecting the number of unpaired electrons in the corresponding spin polarized solutions. 
The cell total magnetic moment µ is shown in Table 4, and trends plot in Figure 3. The most 
prominent features are that the presence of VO does not bestow any magnetic moment at all at 
any of the explored concentrations, plus the existence of WO barely does, but at very low 
concentrations, only. However, the most likely WZn, VZn and Wi situations introduce a 
magnetic moment of ~2 µB, yet this occurs essentially at low dopant concentrations. In fact, 
upon increasing dopant concentration the interaction between W centers lead to a final 
diamagnetic solution. Note that the abrupt decays occur first for Wi, later WZn, and finally 
VZn, and so, the doped material would have a magnetic response at low concentrations only. 
This goes along with previous positive magnetoresistivity and polarized spin currents in W 
doped ZnO films with 1-2 at. % W content.20 A special case is the limit situation of 50 at. % 
content of VZn, where a significantly high magnetic moment of 1.88 µB is found. Notice that 
this is a highly fringe situation, and, therefore, the electronic coupling can well be regarded as 
different from the ZnO matrix, this being the source of such outlying situation. 
As far as the bandgap Eg is concerned, the single incorporation of vacancies or W 
implies an electron carrier increment, either holes (in VO) or electrons (in VZn, WZn, Wi, and 
WO), and no bandgap can be assigned to such systems, as they behave as metallic, unless 
combinations of defects are introduced, see below. For the most likely W-doping situations, 
these are, Wi and WZn, the Bader47 charges analysis on the (2×2×2) supercell reveal W atoms 
getting oxidized by 2.12 and 2.89 e, respectively, and so, transferring these electrons to the 
host ZnO. Indeed, the electron carrier increment in W-doping situations is alleged to be 
responsible of an enhanced free-carrier density.28 However, the sole inclusion of W would 
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imply that the conduction band becomes occupied, converting semiconductor ZnO in 
effectively a metal, as prognosticated by DFT LDA calculations.30 Likewise, one must advert 
of the well-known trend of LDA calculations to significantly underestimate the band gap of 
oxides.36,48 On the other hand, some authors point that the charge introduced by adding W6+ 
cations, as detected by XPS,23 is counteracted by the formation of two Zn2+ vacancies per W6+ 
ion.24 This coexistence of WZn with 2 VZn results in a doping efficiency below 0.15 e/W.26 
Note in passing by that such oxidation states are idealizations of a charge 
accumulation/depletion, rather than a direct measurement of an observable linked to ascribed 
number of electrons.49 The coexistence of WZn and VZn entities is treated next.  
3.2 Effect of simultaneous W-doping in the presence of VZn 
Here, we focus the study to very small quantities of W, as they are the most commonly 
encountered situation in experiments.20,22,23,26,29,50 To this end, only (2×2×2) and (3×3×3) 
supercells are further considered. Note also that at these low W doping concentration, WZn is 
energetically preferred over Wi, see Figure 1. First, we consider the coexistence of a WZn and 
a single VZn vacancy by evaluating whether VZn is energetically more stable in the same basal 
(0001) plane where WZn is located, or perpendicular to it, yet always considering a nearby 
situation between both entities. The structural optimization on the (2×2×2) supercell shows 
that a (0001) planar vicinal coexistence is clearly energetically more favourable than the 
perpendicular one by 1.39 eV, in full consistency with the XRD data in nanosystems.17,20-23 
Notice that simultaneous formation of VZn point defect and the WZn substitution (WZn + VZn) 
is energetically stable by -3.23 eV. On the (3×3×3) supercell nearby WZn + VZn formation on 
the basal (0001) plane is preferred over a more distant defect location by ~0.7 eV, plus the 
simultaneous WZn + VZn formation is even more energetically preferred by -4.90 eV. Thus, 
VZn point defects favour the nearby Zn substitution by W, and, concomitantly, the WZn doping 
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situation fosters the Zn vacancy formation nearby, and so, such defects are to be located close 
to each other. 
The above-commented energetic stability is further investigated on the (2×2×2) 
supercell, the most prominent feature being that, according to present results, WZn 
energetically favours the presence of VZn. The creation of WZn in a 6.25 at. % concentration 
has an energetic gain of -3.66 eV, see Table 2, even considering that Zn is removed from the 
system. However, the cost of adding a nearby VZn in the same basal plane of WZn is only of 
0.46 eV, a highly reduced cost compared to that corresponding to the formation of an 
equivalent VZn cost on pristine ZnO estimated as 6.40 eV, see Table 2. Clearly, the charge 
compensation mechanism is efficient and largely favours WZn + VZn formation24 and, at the 
same time, indicates that the enhancement of free-carrier density by W doping hypothesis28 
does not hold. Along this line, the WZn gets further oxidized to +3.32 e in the presence of VZn 
compared to the above commented value of +2.89 e in the absence of VZn according to Bader 
analysis of the electron density, thus confirming the charge compensation mechanism.  
Finally, the coexistence of vicinal WZn and VZn leads to a closed shell type solution 
(no magnetic moment) even though separately both defects would present a magnetic moment 
(Table 4). This result indicates that WZn and VZn interact to each other by coupling their 
unpaired electrons. Furthermore, the Δc of isolated WZn and VZn would be of 0.27 and -0.11 
% whereas when coupled together the total Δc becomes -0.32 %. This reconciles the alleged c 
lattice reduction when introducing WZn with the forecasted c lattice expansion predicted by 
the present DFT based calculations. Apparently, the interaction between WZn and VZn is the 
responsible for the ZnO lattice contraction along the c direction, actually well beyond the 
mere existence of solely WZn or VZn.  
Last, analysis of the Density Of States (DOS) for WZn + VZn in a situation represented 
by (2×2×2) supercell (Figure 4) reveals a finite band gap (Eg) of 0.26 eV, a value which is 
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likely to be underestimated36,48 although with trends likely to be accurate enough.39 Note, 
however, that this band gap arises from midgap states arising from a mixture of W, Zn, and O 
orbital components. Indeed, the energy gap between the formerly ZnO valence and 
conduction bands ⎯essentially O 2p and Zn 4s dominating states⎯ predicted from DFT 
based calculations using the same PBE functional becomes 1.75 eV, significantly larger than 
the 0.83 eV value for pristine ZnO obtained with the same computational setup. 
Consequently, the presence of WZn + VZn leads to a double effect, on the one hand a band gap 
reduction due to the presence of the n-doping W states and, on the other hand, an increase in 
the energy gap between the original valence and conduction band. As a result, W-doping by 
WZn entities involving VZn defects as well, would decrease the band gap towards the visible 
region, thus providing explanation to experiments where such a red shifting was 
observed.17,22,29 It is worth pointing out that the present results are at variance of previous 
reports from LDA calculations predicting an increase of optical gap with W content. 
However, one must remind that only W-doping (no VZn) was taken into accoung, thus dealing 
in practice with metal W-ZnO solutions.30 Note also that some previous experiments did not 
report change of band gap upon W doping18 even though considering coexistence of WZn with 
VZn.26 However, a much lower content of W, circa 4 at. %, was considered there which may 
have lead to not intense enough peaks due to the midgap states introduced by W doping. 
Interestingly, the increased energy gap between the levels corresponding to pristine valence 
and conduction triggered by W doping (Figure 4) could well explain other experimental 
observations reporting a blue shift of the band gap17,28 in situations with very small W content 
so as to overlook the middle gap states. 
Another point raised is that the W6+ cations charge should be counteracted with 2 Zn2+ 
vacancies per W atom.26 To investigate this possibility several mutual positions were 
considered within the (2×2×2) supercell for 2 VZn near the WZn site being again the basal 
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(0001) in-plane situation the preferred one. There, the WZn+2VZn entity has a formation 
energy cost of -1.44 eV which indicates that it is physically feasible and the electronic ground 
state has zero magnetic moment, where Bader analysis points for an even further oxidation of 
W to +4.27 e. However, one must point out that the formation of a second VZn from the 
WZn+VZn situation would be energetically uphill by 1.51 eV. The presence of the WZn+2VZn 
motif leads to an increase of Δc of 1.50 %, although locally the W nearby O atoms approach 
to the W atom in a distorted tetrahedron environment, thus untying the remaining ZnO 
network, see Figure 5. In the WZn+2VZn situation, the band gap increases to 0.52 eV, 0.26 eV 
larger than the one corresponding to the WZn+VZn case, but still 0.31 eV smaller than that of 
pure ZnO. However, as observed in Figure 4, clustering of WZn with 2VZn implies an 
electronic structure rearrangement, with localized yet occupied energy gap states. Here, the 
energy difference for ZnO only related states (valence and conduction ZnO like bands) of 
1.19 eV which again can well explain some past blue shifting observations17,28 provided 
doping concentration is small enough to lead to measurable intensity for the defect induced 
states, yet the gap considering gap states get reduced to 0.52 eV. Actually, the fringe 
situations with WZn coupled to one to two VZn can change the structure of the overall W-
doped system from featuring c contraction of -0.32% to 1.5 % expansion. In addition, 
assuming that, in spite of systematic underestimation of the band gap, the PBE trends can be 
trusted, yet underestimated, one would predict that W doping can modulate the band gap by 
shifts of up to  ~1.49 eV, i.e. from 0.26 to 1.75 eV, or more. 
An open question in this matter is whether such energy or band gaps red/blue shifts are 
actually well represented by the PBE functional. Notice that GW direct proportionality to PBE 
estimates support the present trends,38 yet its calculation remains computationally prohibitive 
by using a plane-wave basis set on such large supercells. However, to further support the 
previous statements the PBE+U DOS are shown in Figure 6, revealing essentially the same 
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trends as for PBE values found in Figure 4. Notice that at this PBE+U level, the pure ZnO 
bandgap is estimated to be 1.23 eV. Thus, the inclusion of a WZn with one or two 
neighbouring VZn implies the emergence of gap states, with W character in the WZn + VZn 
case, and without in the WZn + 2·VZn one. The bandgap is thus reduced in both situations to 
~0.6 eV, thus, red shifted from the bulk pure ZnO value. However, the energy gap in between 
the ZnO crystal valence and conduction bands increase to in between 1.74 to 2.10 eV. Thus, 
the PBE and PBE+U red and blue shifts are consistent, and actually the minor effect of the 
Hubbard +U correction is to place some states in the gap for the WZn + VZn situation that were 
overlapping with the conduction band in the PBE estimates. 
The present simulations thus strongly suggest that subtle changes in the coexistence of 
WZn with different quantities of VZn may serve as a mechanism to tune up or down the 
materials band gap, and by that to offer a way to reconcile the dissimilar experimental 
observations. According to present studies, the sought red shift of the ZnO band gap by W 
doping seems to be reachable by including a meagre concentration of VZn, achievable in Zn-
rich conditions. 
4. Conclusions 
In the context of band gap engineering of ZnO photoactive material for solar 
harvesting applications, W doping is regarded as a promising strategy to tune the ZnO 
efficiency, even in photocatalytic applications. Although aspects such as a high W achievable 
content or the W placement along (0001) ZnO basal planes are out debate, there are a number 
of a priori discrepant observations in the literature concerning the ZnO c axis 
expansion/contraction by W-doping, and the red- or blue-shifting (even no-shifting) of the 
ZnO bandgap in the same terms of variant W doping concentrations, as well as the Zn-
substitutional or interstitial nature of W atoms, normally argued based on a W6+ charge 
compensation view with ZnO native defects.  
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Here, by thorough DFT based calculations on a number of bulk supercell models 
encompassing a large range of W contents, we reconcile such disagreements by providing 
compelling evidence that i) Wi is energetically preferred to WZn for large W doping 
concentrations, but the opposite applies at low W contents, ii) the lattice expansion along the 
c axis can be compensated by a contraction in the same direction induced by the presence of 
VZn, and iii) WZn energetically fosters formation of nearby VZn in the (0001) basal plane, so as 
to provide charge compensation by 2 vicinal VZn in the same plane.  
The present results for combined presence of WZn and VZn shows a band gap red shift 
due to the appearance of W-related mid-gap states, but also opens the gap between the nearly 
O 2p and Zn 4s states and leads to an overall contraction along the c axis. A similar situation 
is predicted for WZn + 2VZn situation yet with a smaller band gap red shift and a smaller 
widening of the gap between O 2p and Zn 4s states and a small c expansion. Thus, the subtle 
interplay between WZn + VZn and WZn + 2VZn situations, both energetically favourable and 
feasible, allows one to reconcile the a priori dissimilar experimental results, plus points for a 
bandgap reduction in solar light triggered processes in situations with low W content.  
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Table 1 Employed supercell dimensions, alongside with the used k-points meshes, and the 
concentration (Conc.) of defects or dopants inside. 
 
Supercell k-points Conc. 
(1×1×1) 17×17×17 50.00% 
(1×1×2) 17×17×9 25.00% 
(2×1×1) 9×17×17 25.00% 
(2×2×1) 9×9×17 12.50% 
(2×1×2) 9×17×9 12.50% 
(2×2×2) 9×9×9 6.25% 





















Table 2 Formation energies, Ef, in eV, for different native point defects (VZn and VO) and W-
doping sites (WZn, Wi, and WO), at different concentrations. 
 
at. % VZn VO WZn Wi WO 
50  6.50 6.43 -6.03 -7.43 -0.40 
25  5.54 6.46 -5.54 -7.04 0.23 
12.5  6.36 6.63 -3.54 -4.75 1.98 
6.25  
1.85  
6.40 6.52 -3.66 -3.43 4.76 






Table 3 Wurtzite c lattice expansion/contraction, Δc, in %, for different native point defects 
(VZn and VO) and W-doping positions (WZn, Wi, and WO), at different concentrations. 
 
at. % VZn VO WZn Wi WO 
50  -26.25 -8.48 18.92 54.79 46.08 
25  -6.31 -3.66 11.06 28.01 24.85 
12.5  0.36 -3.31 9.88 18.42 16.15 
6.25  
1.85  
-0.11 -1.76 0.27 15.31 7.71 




















Table 4 Wurtzite ZnO magnetic moment, µ, in µB, for different native point defects (VZn and 
VO) and W-doping positions (WZn, Wi, and WO), at different concentrations. 
 
at. % VZn VO WZn Wi WO 
50  1.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
25  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12.5  2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.25  
1.85  
1.80 0.00 2.01 0.00 0.02 















Fig. 1 Formation energies, Ef, in eV, for native defects of ZnO VO and VZn, and WO, WZn, and 







Fig. 2 Wurtzite c lattice expansion/contraction, Δc, in %, for VO and VZn point defects and 










Fig. 3 Wurtzite magnetic moment (µ in Bohr magnetons, µB) for VO and VZn point defects 









Fig. 4 Projected density of states (DOS) of WZn + VZn (top panel) and WZn + 2·VZn (bottom 
panel) situations, colour coded, as well as band and energy gaps, as obtained at PBE level. 

















Fig. 5 Local view of the WZn + 2 VZn cluster in the (2×2×2) supercell, showing the distorted 

























Fig. 6 Projected density of states (DOS) of WZn + VZn (top panel) and WZn + 2·VZn (bottom 
panel) situations, colour coded, as well as band and energy gaps, as obtained at PBE+U level. 
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